
Justin Favela&#8217;s Libertad (Freedom). All images courtesy of Group X, shared with permissionAn eclectic array of installations recently popped up at the Navy Yard in Philadelphia, transforming the historic
neighborhood into a temporary wonderland teeming with quirky characters, large-scale interventions, and optimism. A life-size piÃ±ata shaped like a 1984 Thunderbird is parked on 12th Street, cross-stitched roses trail
across the brick facade of Building 99, and a typographic message casts shadows on a pavilion in a call for hope.Officially titled Mystery Island and the Marvelous Occurrence of Spontaneous Art, or MIMOSA, the entirely
outdoor exhibition includes work from seven artists DAKU (previously), Justin Favela (previously), Kid Hazo with South Fellini, Reed Bmore, Liesbet Bussche, and Raquel Rodrigo (previously). It&#8217;s a collaboration
between the anonymous collective Group X and the Navy Yard, which was overrun in 2018 by a gargantuan sea monster. MIMOSA&#8216;s six site-specific installations are spread across 1,200
acres.&nbsp;DAKU&#8217;s Ray of HopeActivated by sunlight, DAKU&#8217;s installation Rays of Hope casts shadows in 25 different languages on a brick terrace in Crescent Park. Throughout the day as the light
shifts, so do the silhouettes on the ground. The sun has always been associated as a symbol of energy and so is hope, DAKU says. Rays of light metaphorically serve as a symbol of positivity and optimism.By translating
the word hope into dozens of languages, the anonymous Indian street artist puts forth a welcoming vision. When we see a native language, we have a sense of belonging and familiarity with the space. Especially in a
foreign land or a place, it makes it more relatable, DAKU writes. Languages have been a part of every culture and (have their) own visual aesthetic&#8230; Culture is common ground for any language or a form of visual
art, and if one comes to think of it, language plays an essential role. It binds the culture in forming into a community.&nbsp;Justin Favela&#8217;s Libertad (Freedom)A nod to his mother&#8217;s first purchase after
immigrating from Guatemala to the United States in the 1980s, Favela&#8217;s paper-fringed car expands on the myth of The American Dream. The promise that if you keep your head down, work really hard and save
your money&#8230; you, too, can own a home with a two-car garage, get married, have kids, build an empire, and live an abundant and dignified life, he says. Through his large-scale piÃ±atas, Favela conveys stories like
his mother&#8217;s, particularly in relation to her longing to return to Central America. What about the immigrants that come here and realize that they moved to a country that does not want them here? Their stories are
also important, he says.Questions about identity, including his own as a first-generation, queer, Latinx American, and the experiences of people who have immigrated to the U.S. face inform Favela&#8217;s artworks. He
subverts common narratives by offering a revised way of thinking centered on joy:What are we when we are not viewed as just a labor force? What if we stopped taking pride in suffering and the sacrifices that we had to
make? What if we valued joy? Mental health? What if we could take a couple of days of&#8230;just because!? What would happen if could just be ourselves? When will we all be free?See the latest from GroupX and
follow the installations popping up next in The Navy Yard on Instagram. If you&#8217;re in Philadelphia, check out MIMOSA before it closes November 2.&nbsp;DAKU&#8217;s Ray of HopeRaquel Rodrigo&#8217;s
Florecer (Flourish)Reed Bmore&#8217;s BittersweetvineLiesbet Bussche&#8217;s Rusty Love / Urban JewelryKid Hazo + South Fellini&#8217;s Where the Wild Jawns AreAll images Â© Mabel Low, shared with
permissionAfter a slew of houseplant casualties, Mabel Low decided to trade in her withering blooms for a more durable option. The Singapore-based artist, who launched the studio Papersynthesis in 2020, crafts lifelike
hydrangeas, sunflowers, and an array of succulents entirely from cardstock. She sculpts each form with precision, adding in the delicate veins marking a leaf or the curled edges of a petal.An array of air plants, orchids,
and lush bouquets are available for purchase in Papersynthesis&#8217;s shop, and you can follow Low&#8217;s progress on Instagram.&nbsp;ï»¿ï»¿Set to subdued music, Nicolas Lichtleâ€™s short film titled Ã  la
finâ€¦ is an unusually ethereal depiction of the crises climaxing in 2020. The delicate animation flows through a series of lightly-hued scenes that explore reactions to COVID-19, the wildfires raging across the planet, and
the endless distractions of technology. It&#8217;s a moment of introspection, very intimate, staged through a succession of small moments imbued with poetry, absurdity, and sometimes surrealismâ€¦ Lichtle writes.Many
of the anonymous characters&#8217; faces are obscured by a plant, digital device, or cloth mask, and they undertake both mundane and bizarre tasks that critique contemporary life: An unassuming man runs on a
treadmill while someone stands nearby to douse him with disinfectant, a figure with a bowling ball head shouts through a megaphone at upright pins, and two women happily wave at a distant earth set ablaze.Lichtle is
based in Paris and has an extensive collection of films on his site. Follow his critically-minded projects on Vimeo. (via swissmiss)&nbsp;All images Â© Victoria Rose Richards, shared with permisisonBased in South West
Devon, Victoria Rose Richards (previously) accentuates the textures and patterns of landscapes through her aerial embroideries. She depicts sprawling forests with tufts of French knots and employs satin and seed
stitches to form the tight, straight rows of farmland. Richards tells Colossal that in recent months, she&#8217;s added minuscule details, like gates, sheep, birds, and people to the whole piece to build more story, in
addition to more fantastical elements, like multicolored fields. Both her aerial works and those capturing an autumnal path or rain-soaked beach reflect a greater focus on the depth of the landscape, too, as they reveal the
peaks of hills and distant horizons.To keep up with Richards&#8217;s fiber-based scenes and get updates on which pieces are available for purchase, follow her on Instagram.&nbsp;Mixed-breed and the
photographerâ€™s daughter Maria, Long Island, New York, 1956. All images Â© Estate of Walter Chandoha, courtesy of Taschen, shared with permissionDubbed the 20th centuryâ€™s greatest pet photographer, the
late Walter Chandoha was renowned for capturing the unique personalities of furry companions. From black-and-white candid shots to those posed in the studio, Taschen&#8217;s new volume, Dogs, compiles five
decades worth of capricious, curious, and playful pups. The 296-page book is a sequel to Cats, which similarly collected hundreds of the iconic photographer&#8217;s images, and is edited by Reuel Golden.In his early
years, Chandoha served as a combat photographer during World War II. He went on to be prolific across mediums, having written dozens of books and captured more than 225,000 images during his lifetime, many of
which were used in magazines and advertisements.Check out some of our favorite shots of pudgy bulldogs and blue-eyed Weimaraners below, and pre-order a copy of Dogs, which will be released in October, from
Taschen or Bookshop.&nbsp;Pugs, Long Island, New York, 1957Weimaraner, Long Island, New York, 1955If you&#8217;ve scrolled through Twitter while reading Jenny Odell&#8217;s How to Do Nothing or Cal
Newport&#8217;s Digital Minimalism, you understand the wide-reaching grip technology has on our attention. A new project by London-based animator Olga Makarchuk visualizes the daily abundance of digital
distractions, from texts to social media pings to neverending email. Through quirky illustrations that are constantly in motion, The Attention Economy captures the modern desire to scroll endlessly and grab a device when
there&#8217;s a moment of downtime. It&#8217;s based on research from James Williams, a former Google employee, who&#8217;s critical of the ways companies capitalize on distraction and have turned attention into
a commodity.Makarchuk has worked with a variety of media organizations and brands to tell a diverse array of stories ranging from the effects of anthropocentrism to the life of an Olympian. To watch more of her work,
head toÂ Vimeo and Instagram.&nbsp;All images Â© Bob HendrikxWhile traditional wood and velvet-lined caskets can take more than a decade to decompose in the earth, a new design by Bob Hendrikx is an
environmentally friendly alternative that replenishes the soil. Breaking down in just two to three years, The Living Cocoon is composed entirely of mycelium, the thread-like part of the fungi that branches out underground
to provide food to the rest of the organism. The decomposed coffins actually contribute to the soil health by neutralizing toxic substances and providing nutrition. Mycelium is constantly looking for waste materials to
convert into nutrients for the environment&#8230;For example, mycelium was used in Chernobyl, is utilized in Rotterdam to clean up soil, and some farmers also apply it to make the land healthy again, Hendrikx
says.Generated without light, heat, or any sort of active energy source, the coffins are grown in one week by mixing a strain of mycelium and a substrate together and placing the combination in a mold. The fungi then
absorbs the other substance and forms the box-like shape. Research by two funeral cooperatives, CUVO and De Laatste Eer, already shows that The Living Cocoon decomposes in soil within 30 to 45 days, and the
design was used in a burial in recent weeks. We are currently living in natureâ€™s graveyard. Our behaviour is not only parasitic, itâ€™s also short-sighted. We are degrading organisms into dead, polluting materials, but
what if we kept them alive? Hendrikx says.A researcher at Delft University of Technology, Hendrikx designed a similar living pod last year for Dutch Design Week, which spurred the idea to create another vessel from
mycelium. He&#8217;s working currently to implement light-emitting spores, which could serve as an above-ground marker of where a body is buried. To follow Hendrikx&#8217;s environmentally conscious designs, head
to Instagram and YouTube. You also might enjoy this living pavilion made of agricultural waste and sprawling mushrooms. (via Dezeen)&nbsp;â€œMindless #3. All images Â© Arinze Stanley, courtesy of Corey Helford
Gallery, shared with permissionArinze Stanley describes his hyperrealistic drawings as a simple language of my feelings. In a statement about his new series titled Paranormal Portraits, the Nigerian artist (previously) says
he uses his art as a form of political activism and as a way to amplify the voices of those who are unheard. Stanley notes that the relationships he fosters with his subjects are complicated and more often a reflection of
himself:In my opinion, artists are custodians of time and reality, hence why I try to inform the future about the reality of today, and through these surreal portraits seen in my new body of work, Paranormal Portraits,
navigate my viewers into what is almost a psychedelic and uncertain experience of being Black in the 21st Century.Using graphite and charcoal pencils, Stanley draws with such detail, capturing a stray hair or glimmer of
beading sweat. Whether featuring a subject wrapped in hands or dripping in paint, the monochromatic portraits are intimate, expressive, and born out of the zeal for perfection both in skill, expression, and devotion to
create positive changes in the world. I draw inspiration from life experiences and basically everything that sparks a feeling of necessity, Stanley says.If you&#8217;re in Los Angeles, Stanley&#8217;s work will be on view
at Corey Helford Gallery starting October 3. Otherwise, head to InstagramÂ and check out this video from Great Big Story capturing his deftly rendered artworks.&nbsp;The Machine Man #7Left: â€œPeople and Paper #1.
Right: â€œThe Machine Man #6&#8243;Paranormal Portrait #3All images Â© Uli KnoÌˆrzer, shared with permissionFascinated by the transient expressions and feelings of his subjects, Uli KnoÌˆrzer attempts to capture a
moment in time. The Berlin-based illustrator draws richly detailed portraits that are simultaneously revealing and elusive. By positioning each subject against a solid backdrop, KnoÌˆrzer eliminates the
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